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The inductive response of the electrically conducting Earth's interior to geomagnetic 

variations can be inferred from the magnetic Z-H or the magneto-telluric E-H relations .. 

Tn the absence of lateral no~-unifor~ities of the electrical resistivity within a distance 

range which is co~parable to the depth of pe~etration these relations are expressible by a 

single transfer function in in the frequency-wave number domain or by convolutions in the 

frequency-space dom<t,in. Lateral non-unifo:cmities within the mentioned range produce 

anomalous Z-Hand Jt-H relations. The resuiting induction anomaly is dependent on the 

direction of source-field polarization with respect to subterranean resistivity gradients. 

1'he'interpretatton'proceedsfrom-;kllOwn dt' a.ssumed normal inductive response for a 

layered Earth which' is defined on a regional scale and serves as normal reference for 

lateral non-uniformities to be investigated;-The uniform intt';rnal part of Dwvariations 

shows that .themantle resistivity below 600 km depth is of spherical symmetry. The inter

n?-l par:t of Sq-variations appears to be affected. by lateraLnon-uniformities in the upper 

400 km. For fast variations (e.g. bays) the inductive shielding by oceans and interspersed 

sedimentary basins on land· becomes significant. In addition to this surface effect there 

exist regional and local variation in the depth of penetration of fast variations which orig

inate from non-uniformities in the uppermost mantle. 

Transient magnetic fields pass through electrically conducting matter with amplitu

de reduction and phase rotation. We are concerned here with the inductive skin-effect of 

natural geomagnetic variations which they undergo within the Earth's interior. These 

variations are very slowly oscillating and can be regarded as quasi-stationary on a global 

scale. The pertinent resistivity (p)-frequency (f) parameter is the skin-depth value 

-- p 1J-
P-2n- p.1' ( 1 ) 

a characteristic length for material of the magnetic permeability p. (emu-cgs units). If 

the frequency is measured in cycles per hour (cph) and the resistivity in .!Jm, we obtain 

p=30.2,-Jp/f(km) with p.=1as free-space permeability in electromagnetic units. 

Geomagnetic induetion studies involve frequencies from a few cycles per minute to 

fractions of a cycle per day. This yields in combination with internal resistivities between 

1 and 104 .!Jm skin-depth values in the kilometer range. The depth z* at which the main 

inductive attenuation of geomagnetic variations occurs can be inferred from Table l. 

The inductive response6f the Earth's interior to .the spectrum of geomagnetic varia-

( 9 ) 
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tions and thereby the internal resistivity distribution can be studied by two complemen

tary methods: We can' observe (i) .the vertical magnetic component Z (magnetic method) 

or (ii) the tangential electrical component E (magneto-telluric method) of a transient sur· 

face field, setting either one of them in relation to the horizontal magnetic component H 
within a certain distance range around the point of observation. 

This introduction reviews the theory and general results of geomagnetic induction 

studies without particular reference totheir geophysical significance. Other contributions 

to this volume will show that the electrical resistivity is an important parameter for the 

state of internal matter, in particular its thermal state. Inhomogeneities in p have been 

correlated successfully with those of other physical properties, thus giving new insight 

into an upper mantle of considerable lateral complexity. 

1. Inductive response in the absence of lateral non-uniformities 

Suppose the resistivity beneath a plane Earth's surface is only a function of depth, 

p(z), within a distance range to be defined later; z is vertically down and the Earth's surface 

forms the (x, y)-plane of right handed coordinates (x, y, z). A transient electromagnetic 

fieid of external origin induces currents in the conducting matter beneath the. surface .. 

Table 1: Inductive scale-length cmn(Q)) and C(Q), 0) for the attenuation of geomagnetic 
variations within the Earth (Eq. 7 and 24). 

Variation·type Period n m S"m1") z* l.p*2 0
) 

p* 2 pa 

(hours) (km) (!Jm) 

D,t (72) 1 0 ."35 710 

(.36) 

1. Sq·harmonic 24 2 1 0.35+i·0.09 740 275 14 58 
( .41 .08 575 225 9 35 

2. Sq· harmonic 12 3 2 .43 .14 450 . 250 23 49 

( .43 .12 465 210 16 47 

3. Sq-harmonic 8 4 3 .38 .15 460 220 26 71 
( .42 .14 400 200 22 55 

Bays, ocean 1 4.2 27 3.1 1.6 

Bays, continent 1 72 113 57 40 

Bays, continent 1 167 121 65 94 

Bays, continent 1 203 103 47 114 

Fluctuations, ocean 0.1 1.4 3 .39 .25 

Fluctuations, continent 0.1 4.7 21 20 lO 

Fluctuations, continent 0.1 41 62 169 122 

Fluctuations, continent 0.1 121 45 88 368 

ps 

.-

10) 

10) 

10) 

0.25 

2 
10 

10' 

0.25 

2 

10 

10' 

1.) From Chapman's analysis (Chapman and Bartels, 1940 chap. 20.7 and 20.11); in parenthesis: 
theoretical values for model d*, Fig. 4, and continental cover (ps=lO!Jm). 

2.) Dst and Sq: calculated from S"m according to Eq. 23; Bays and fiuctuctuations: calcula
ted for model d*, FigA, and a top l<iyer of the resistivity ps (last column), 4km thick; source 
field regarded as quasi·uniform (k=O) .. 
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The surface field of these currents when set in relation to the inducing source field chara

cterizes the inductive response of the lower half·space. 

This response can be expressed in terms of a single transferfunction CCw, k) when we 

represent the transient surface field, given for z=o as function of time t and position r, by 

a two-dimensional spectrum with exp (i [w t+k· r]) as common time-distance factor for 

each spectral component of Z, E, and H (s. above); w=2rrf, and r denotes the radius vector 

from some point of origin. The wave~l'I'timber vector k describes a quasi-stationary spa

tial modulation. It is not the wave number of a true electromagnetic wave, propagating 

with th~ speed of light. An extension of this spectral representation to spherical harmo
nics can be'fotfnd in the Apperidi'x .. o<~,.: ;oc--:",.-.>-- -

For simplicity we regard now 'the source field as two-dimensional and consider the 

field components E, H, and Z iil x, y, z-direction as functions of t and x, e.g. H(t, x). The 

first transformation into the frequency:space ~omain gives 

( 2 ) 

and the second into. the frequency-wave number domain 

( 3 ) 

as complex-valued Fourier transforms. The transfer function which describes the induc

tive response of the conducting lower half-space in the (w,kh::Iomain can be introduced 
.. in the symrh~tricaiform (d. for iristanceSdlm~cker, 1970)0 :;0 

~...... .. .-1 
. Z(w, k)=ikC(w, k)·H(w, k) 

. ./1.... 00·... . .. .-1 ( 4 ) 
E(w,k)=iWpC(w, k).H(w, k). 

C(w, k) is a length and its real part a direct indicator for the depth at which the main 

attenuation of the observed surface field occurs;"For a uniform substratum with the skin
depth value pew) 

[( 1+i)2 ]-1/2 
C(w,k)= . pew) +k2

. • (5 ) 

When the analysis proceeds from a separation of the transient magnetic surface field into 

parts of external and internal origin (Schuster's method), the resulting ratio of internal to 

external part for each spectral compon~nt is 

Sew, k) 
1-kC(w, k) 
l+kC(w, k) • ( 6 ) 

The inductive scale~length C(w, k) can be derived obviously either from magnetic 

observations alone or from combined magnetic and electric (telluric) observations. We 
/1 /1 

observe that the magnetic Z/H-ratio gives this generalized skin-depth C in relatio.n to the 

wave length L=2rr/k of the inducing so.urce field mode. Z·variations disappear altogether 

when L}Ic(w, k)l. It implies that the Z-compo.nent o.f the external source field is co.mpens· 
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ated for z=O by the opposite Z'component of the field which the induced currents in the 

lower half-space produce at the surface. The internal attenuation of the source field is 

then purely inductive as it applies to fast geomagnetic variations in mid-latitudes (SeCt.5). 

The transfer function C approaches under these conditions a finite limiting value 
*cwJ 

C(w, O)=~*(W)- ~P*(w)=J ~p",(w)e-i~("') ( 7 ) 

which is fundamental for the magnetp-telluric method of Tikhonov and Cagniard (s. 

below). When to the contrary L is small in comparison to the ambient skin-depth values, 

the internal attenuation of the source field by induction is negligible and C(w,k) approa
ches k-1 •. 

There are several. convenient numerical techniques to calculate C(w,k) for any given 

resistivity model (Tikhonov and Lipskaya, 1952; Wait, 1953; Cagnia rd, 1953). The inverse 

problem to infer p(z) from a given response function C(w,k) appears to be basically a single 

- . solution problem. In praxis difficulties arise from two sources: (i) The inductive response, 

un4isturbed by lateral non-uniformities, usually is known only for a very limited pa~t of 

the fre9-uency spectrum (cf. Sect. 5); (ii) the inductive response is always a very smooth 
function of frequency, even when the resistivity to be inferred is a discontniuous and rug

ged function of depth. Furthermore, high resistivities at greater depth are effectively 

concealed by overlying material of low resistivity (Fig. 1). 

The evaluation of magnetic or magneto-telluric observations in the (w, k)-domain re
quires two consecutive Fourier transformations. Thesecond one from the space into the 

wave number domain (Eq. 3) is impracticable when the observations have not been car

ried out over the full width of the inducing so~rce field or when there exist large-scale la
teral non-uniformities. In both cases we are forced to derive the inductive response from 

observations within a limited range of x which can be done in two ways: 
(i). The source field is approximated for each freqency component by a single spatial 

harmonic, exp (iko x). EqA is then evaluated with the appropiate time harmonics at a sin

gle site, yielding a local estimate of the inductive response for k=ko. We may also elimi

nate any source-field-dependence by setting ko formally to zero in the case of a purely 

inductive attenuation (s. above) and obtain the Tikhonov-Cagniard approximation 

Z(w,x)=O ( 8 ) 

E(w, x) = iW/-lC(w, O).Hew, x). 

The implications of the resultining transfer function C(w,O) for the internal resistivity 

distribution can be made more transparent by converting it into an apparent resistivity 

versus frequency or depth function, based on the value for a uniform substratum. 

Tikhonov and Cagniard derive an apparent resistivity (J",(w) {rom the modul~s of C(w, 0) 

by defining P",(w) in Eq. 7 as skin· depth value for Pa (cf. Eq. 1). The change of p", with de

creasing frequency resembles in.a smoothed form the change of the true resistivity with 

depth and the inversion consists basically in the adoption of a fitting depth scale. 

When the amplitude and phase of C(w, 0) are considered separately (even though they 

I 
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Resistivity model p(z) and its inducti
ve response to a quasi-uniform field, 
given by the Tikhonov·Cagniard app
arent resistivity p"'(!) as function of 
frequency f (right scale) and by the 
modified apparent resistivity p*(z*) as 
function of depth z* with f as curve 
I?arameter. Notice the "shielding effect" 
of the l.ow-resistivity layer between 100 
and 200km depth upon the underlying 
high-resistance zone between 200 and 
500 km. 

are as functions of frequency n6t trulyindependent), we obtain a first-order approximation 

of the desired resistivity distribution by regarding P*(w) in Eq. 7 as skin-depth value for 

the modified apparent resistivity P* at the depth z* (Schmucker, 1970). If the argument of 

C(w,O) lies between -450 and -900 p* is the resistivity of a substitute uniform conductor 

at the depth (z*- ~ P* )for the considered frequency. Both interpretations of the inductive 

scale-length fora qu.a:si-uni!orm source field are shown in Fig. 1. 

(ii) The unrestricted representation of the inductive response for all wave numbers 

in the (w,x)-domain leads to convolution integrals, relating the time harmoriics of E and 

Z to those of H within a certain distance range around the point of observation. For con

venience w~:. use as coiwolution kernels the transforms.,Rrg(~, k) and ikC(w, k) into the 
(w, x)-domain, denote them with Nand M, and obtain according to the convolution theo

rem of Fourier products from Eq. 4 

Z(w, x) = M(w, x) * H(w, x) 

E(w, i-) = iW/-l[N(w, x) * H(w, x)]. 
( 9 ) 

The implied operation on M and H, for instance, is 

+u' 
LuM(w, u).H(w, x-u)du 

with U~co.Because C(w,k) is an even function of k,N and M are one-sided cosine and sine 

transforms, viz. 

M(w, u)= _lJC\C(w,k)Si~ (ku)dk ;do 

. 1 ~oo N(w, u)=- C(w, k)cos(ku)dk 
71: 0 

( 10) 

with singular point at u=O (Fig. 2). Both kernels go exponentially to 'zero, when the dis

tance u exceeds the real and imaginary part of C(w, 0). It is therefore sufficient to extend 

the convolution integrals in Eq. 9 over a distance range ±'Uwhere Uis equal to or a bit 
1 -

larger than z* and "2 p*, respectively. 
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This leads to the important conclusion that cew, 0) is not only a vertical, but also a 

lateral scale-length, indicating depth and width of the cross-section which effectively 

determines the inductive resp~nse at the point of observation. 

The inverse of the second transformation in Eq. 10 yields for k=O 

(+00 
cew, 0)= Loo N(w, u)du (11 ) 

When H(w, x) is sufficiently uniform within the range of the kernels M and N, given 

by C (w, 0), we may consider it in the convolution integrals of Eq. 9 as a constant and ob

tain in virtue of Eq. 11 again the Tikhonov-Cagniard approximation. For a general distri

bution p(z) the kernels M and N have to be determined by a numerical integration over 

the pertinent transfer function cew,k) according to Eq. 10. Two analytical solutions may 

be illustrative. The kernels for a uniform substratum with the skin-depths value pew) fol

low from Eq. 5 as 

(12 ) 

1 (l+i ) N(w, u)=-;Ko pew) lui 

where Ko and Kl denote modified Bessel functions of the second kind. A perfect conduct

or beneath a non-conducting layer of the thickness h* has the kernels 

M(w, U)=-{2h*sinhU,:*)}-1 

(13 ) 

1 { (7r IU I ")} N(w, u)=--:;r-in ctnh 4h* 

because the pertinent transfer function is cew, k)=k-1tanh(kh*). These kernels are shown 

in Fig. 2. 

2. Inductive response in the presence of lateral non-uniformities 

The two-fold implication which has been derived in the preceeding section for the 

inductive scale-length cew, 0) of a quasi-uniform source field allows the following distinc

tion between a normal and anomalous state: If p=p(z) is solely a function of depth 

z within the depth-distance range\C(w, O)\around the point of observation, the inductive 

" response at that point is termed normal, otherwise anomalous. Henceforth, all quantities 

referring to the normal state carry the subscript" n" and those referring to the anomalous 

state the subscript" a", assuming that the latter is superimposed as a local perturbation 

upon the normal state (Z=Zn+Za' ...... ; P=Pn+Pa)' 
In the normal state the methods of Sect. 1 can be applied to infer a resistivity-depth 

profile Pn(z) for the above mentioned depth-distancerange; In the anomalous state the Z-H 

or E-H relations when freed from their normal component reflect local deviations from a 

layered distribution Pn, thus relating the induction anomaly in the magnetic and electric 

variation field to a subterranean resistivity anomaly Pa' This anomalous state is highly 
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frequency dependent, The inductive response at some site may be normal at high freq

uencies but anonalous at low frequencies when the inductive scale-length C(w, 0) becomes 

in its real or imaginary part comparable to the scale-length La of lateral non-uniformities. 

The induction anomaly, disappears again, at least in Z and H, at very low frequencies 

when cew, 0) in its real and imaginary part is much larger than La (s. below). 

There are two types of induction anomalies, namely those which are situated within 

an extended re~ion of normal re"sponse(Fig.3) and those which occur at the border of two 

different normal regions (Fig. 2). Either one of these regions may be closer to what may 

be regClll"ded as global norm, even though such a norm is presently ill defined and presu

mably adisi:iIictiofi hasto·tl'e nfa'iko-ef"weer:t"'<j'C"ea.nS and continents (ct. Sect.3). 

The anomalous and normal state differ in two important aspects: (i) The normal var

iation field originates to nearly' equal parts from external and internal sources. Induction 

anomalies, however, are of tHIn"!ly- internal origin which implies that Za and Ha as func

tions of location are interdependent. This can be used to test the consistency of observed 

Z and H-anomalies. (ii) Normal Z-H or E-H relations are the same for· all directions of a 

polarized source field (for a given wave number or wave number spectrum). The anoma

lous inductive response, in contrast, is critically determined by any source field polari

zation iIi relation fo substirfa.ce lateral resistivity gradients. We distinguish here two 

special cases: 

Consider a two-dimensional resistivity distribution p(x, z) in right handed rectangular 

" .. ,"'.o'6~ •. '. J.2 Nix} . 

,_ Jr_ 
~/./ ~N(X}' 

/ 0.2 . .... . --- Jt'- +300 

-300 .. 
_0.2° km " ......... -.300 -300 0t km .,..; _0--" 

/ -0.2 / 

/ M{xHOO km-' / M(x}-IOO km-' 
-0.4 / -0" / 

I I . 
-0.6 I -0.6 / 

(J) ® 0' r 
°l.,,\\c+-\IT\\rtd"-'\\:1"' hhTI\ \~ \ \ \\ \\ \ l' \ d \\ \ \ \ \ \~ \\ \ \\ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \ \ (\\ \\D\~ I 

km h* g=aJ Z 

150 t 

300 .,: ... :: '. .;., ..... ; .••• ; ... ~.~'-. :-.""'. ---,,....,...,:-:--c-:--:-~-:--:--:--:-:--.,....,..,. 
. ' .' .. ':. :.'.: ..... :::.: . .:: .. :: ..... :. ::.'. 

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional resistivity model p(x, z). The slope 
in the' surface of theperfect~conductor 'causes an in' 
duction anomaly of transient~eo11l!uletie find geomag
netic and geoelectric variations at" 2", depending on 
the direction of source-field-polarization (d. text). 
The inductive response at " 1" and" 3" is different, 
but. normal because th~ convolution kernels M and 
N (Eq. 13) for the Z-H and E-H relations at those sta
tions, shown above the profile, do not extent into the 
anomalous zone near "2". Thereduced depth of the 
perfect conductor causes· a small Ej H-ratio at "1" in 
compariOm to that at" 3". The same applies to Zj H 
for a given source-field gradient. 

coo~dinates (x,y,z) which is ex

posed to a two-dimensional so

urce field (Fig.2). E-polarization 

(in y-direction) implies that the 

. transient magnetic vector is 

confined to the (x, z)-plane. The 

induced currents which are~

... iii y-direction are drawn 

together when~ low resistivities 

come closer to the surface than 

elesewhere, and vice . versa . 

This" lateral skin-effect" pro

auces in Fig. 2, a magnetic Z

anomaly at station "2", while 

E increases on the same profile 

smoothly from its low normal 

value at " 1 " to its high normal 

value at "3". 

In the case of H-polariza

tion (in y'direction) the situa

tion is reversed. The induced 

\-\~ 
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currents, now confined to the (x,z)-plane, are defleCted up and down in response to lateral 

ch~nges in p. These deflections perturb the superficial E-field, but have almost no influ
ence upon Z and H. In Fig. 2 E'is sharply reduced near station" 2" above the slope in the 

surface of the perfect conductor when going from station" 3" to "1". The transition from 

the high normal Z at" 3" to the low normal Z at "1" is in contrast gradual. In the case of 

a quasi-uniform source field Zn is zero and no magnetic induction anomaly is observed 

(Eq.8). 
This directional dependence makes it necessary to consider the anomalous inductive 

response separately for the two orthogonal horizontal directions of source field polariza

tion, i. e. the Z-H and E-H relations above resistivity anomalies have matrix form. This 

matrix of transfer functions is usually formulated and derived in the frequency-space 

domain under the specific assumption that the normal response is that or nearly that of 

a quasi-uniform source field. -
_' ______ The.depth.distrihution_oftheinducedcurrents is then, for a given normal distribution 

Pn()~)' a function of frequency only. Lateral non-uniformities produce either a re-arrange

ment ofthese normal currents (E-polarization), their deflection (H-polarization), or a com

bination of both effects. Their strength depends linearly onHn and the same applies ther

efore to the surface induction anomaly in Z, H, and E (cf. also Fanselau and Treumann, 

1966). 
Let Hand D, respectively EN and EE' denote the orthogonal components of the tran-

sient magnetic and electric vector in the horizontal plane, e. g. their north and east com

ponents. 
The linear dependence of their anomalous parts on Hn and Dn allows then the formu-

lation 

EN=iWfJ.(cNHH +CNDD) 

EE=-iwfJ.(cEHH+cEDD). 

(14 ) 

The complex-valued transfers a, b, cNH,. .. describe as functions of frequency and loca

tion th~ induction anomaly in a normalized form for Hand D polarization at the point of 

obs~rvation (s. below). At a "normal" site Z would be unrelated to Hand D in the stati

stical average over all directions of polarization, yielding a=b=O. In the electrical matrix 

only· the crQss,terms.cN~.andc~D would disappear, while CND and CEH both,become equal 

to C(w, {))in accordance with Eq. 8. 
In view of the subsequent interpretation it is of advantage to relate induction anomali~5 

to the normal variation field as it may have been observed at some distance from the 

. anomaly.-If the anomaly lies at the bor~er of two normal regions, one of them is chosen 

to represent the normal state,. The anomalous state when added to it has to merge properly 

into the normal state of the second region. This condition can be used to test theoretical 

model calculations (cf. Schmucker, 1970; Sect; 7.3).-Hence, in place of Eq. 14 we write 

z==.zHiin+zDDn (15) 
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and obtain now in ZH and ZD the transfer functions for the normalized anomalous response 

for north and east polarization of the sotirce field. The transfers a and b are readily expre

ssed in terms of ZH, ZD' and the four other transfer functions connecting the anomalous 

parts in Hand D to Hn and Dn. The induction anomaly in E can be normalized in the 

same way. 

Parkinson (1959) and Wiese (1962) introduced a now widely used vector presentation 
J- , 

of the transfer functions a and b or z;and ZD (cf. Edward' and Untiedt's contribution to 

this volume). These induction arrows delineate, when displayed on maps for an array 
of obsetvation, points, the location and. trend of subsurface resistivity anomalies . 

... :. -~'A .<. •• 1'; __ :":'._- "i_~ _ ,,~~;.,~. _~ ___ ~,,~~. "- . 

A description of statistical methods to determine the transfer functions from actual ob-

servations can be found elsewhere (Everett and Hyndman, 1967; Schmucker, 1970). 

There now remains the task of inferring the depth and size of resistivity anomalies 

from surface observations with as little ambiguity as possible. This requires (i) that a 

normal reference distribution pn(z) is available and (ii) that the induction anomaly has 

been analysed for various frequencies so that the frequency of maximum anomalous 

response is known (s, below) .. 

Up to n()'I,\T __ th~JI1!~~pJ:~tation of induction anomalies has been based on two types of 

models, namely on nOI\-unifom thin sheets or shells and on two-dimensional resistivity 

distributions beneath a plane Earth's surface. The assumption of a thin sheet implies that, 
for sufficiently slow va~iations, E and Z may be regarded a uniform over the thickness d 

of the sheetpr shell which is bounded by non-conductill:g:~?-~~rial. The non-uniformity 
is contai~edin a v~-riable total or integrated conductivity 

.... )d dz 
T= --

'. . .. . 0 p(z) 
(16) 

(P rice, 1949). This method has been applied to induction anomalies of shallow origin, no

tably to those near coast lines or sedimentary basins (cf.Rikitake's monograph, 1966; also 

Rikitake, 1967, 1968). Such surface anomalies are coupled by mutual induction to the 

deep resistivity structure; provided that their lateral width is comparable to the inductive 

scalelength C (w, 0) for the underlying (normal) resistivity distribution Pn(z). 

In the case of a two-dimensional resistivity structure the transfer functions for the 

anomalous parts in E, Z, and H have their simplest form when they refer to pure E- or 

H-polarizationof the source field. This requires that empirical transfer functions which 

are to be interpreted. by a two-dimensional model are transferred first to a direction normal 
\", , . 

and parallel to the, trend of the .anomaly which can be inferred from the anomalous be

haviour in Z. The induction problem to be solved is a disturbed skin-effect problem when 

Hn is assumed to,;bequasi-uniform and Zn=O. Solutions have been obtained mainly with 

numerical methods, using iteration or matrix inversion techniques (cf. Madden and Swift, 
1969;. Wright, 1969). Approximation methods for the treatment of the two-dimensional 

disturbed skin-effect problem have been developed by Fanselau and Treumann (1966) and 

by Scheube (1966). 

In two limiting cases the induction problem can be reduced to a quasi-static one. 
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(i) Suppose the scale-length of a resistivitity anomaly is small in comparison to the 

skindepth values within and around the anomaly. We may then neglect the anomalous part 

in E due to locally disturbed self-induction, leaving En(z) as driving force of the induced 

currents. When jn(z)=En(z)/Pn(z) denotes the (known) normal current density at some dis

tance from the anomaly, its super-imposed anomalous component within the resistivity 
anomaly is 

(17) 

(Ohm's law). An integration according to the formula of Biot-Savart yields the induction 
anomaly in Z and H at the Earth's surface. 

(ii) The in-phase part of the normal inductive response can be explained by a perfect 

substitute conductor at the frequency-dependent depth z*(w) at which the main attenuation 

by induction currents occurs (Eq. 7). Lateral resistivity variations at this depth have app

roximately the effect of an undulatory interface between non-conduding and perfectly 

~~~d~~ting~~tt~~.T-hi~-i;pii~~ th-atthe transfer functions of the induction anomaly ZH, 

zD, ... are real. For a given shape of the interface they can be found by satisfying the static 

boundary condition that the transient magnetic vector is tangential to and the transient 

electric vector zero on the interface. The shape can be inferred also directly from the 

transfer functions by constructing the internal pattern of field lines beneath the induction 

anomaly. This requires a downward extension of the surface field. Each field line repre
sent one possible interface between non-conducting and perfectly conducting matter and 

th~ choice is made according to the normal depth z*(w) at the considered frequency 

(Schmucker, 1959 and 1970). 

Both methods have been used to calculate the induction anomaly in H (E-polariza

tion) above a bulge of low resistivity, extending into a high-resistivity top layer (Fig. 3). 

For sufficiently high frequencies the attenuation is strong, even in the top layer, and the 

resistivity anomaly is not reached by the variation field at all. At about 5 cph the atten

uation in the top layer is weak and the skin-depth value of the substratum is small in com

parison to the diameter of the bulge,. implying that the variation field hardly penetrates 

into the interior of the bulge. The induction anomaly is now at its maximum and nearly 

in,phase as if the substr;;ttum with the inclusion of the bulge were perfectly conducting. 

A further reduction. of the frequencies means that the main attenuation takes place 

well beneath the level of the bulge and that we may use Ohm's law to find the current 

distribution within the bulge (Eq. 17). The resulting induction anomaly is small and 

shows a distinct out-of-phase component. Ultimately, at very low frequencies, the mag

netic and electric induction anomaly for E-polarization disappears altogether because the 

relative strength of currents which are induced in the depth range of the bulge becomes 

negligible. The induction anomaly in Efor H-polarization, on the other hand, approaches 

a finite limiting value when, at very low frequencies, the distortion of the electric field in 

the neighborhood of the bulge becomes that of a quasi-static field. 

In summary, the anomalous inductive response goes through a maximum at that 

frequency at which the normal variation field .has its main attenuation in the depth range 
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of the resistivity anomaly. This depth can be de

termined therefore with some confiden~.!;!, provi

ding that reliable estimates of the normal distri

bution Pn(z) are available in the considered area. 

If there exist at some intermediate dept,h lenses 

of low resistivity within a high-resistiV;iJy envi

ronment, they must have a conducti~g connec-

km 

100 

200 

-200 -100 o km 100 200 

1000 11m 

a.30

L 
J .__ o. 5 cph 

tion to the depth· range of main attenuation in hH ,/ -"< 
o,de, ·to·pm.~",e a detecta.bl~.!2d~cti~~_a~£';l~I,L·" L'.", 
at the surface. 0 _____ •••••• / I • I • ,---.--______ _ 

3. Basic resistivity models for the Earth's 
interior 

Induction anomalies of geomagnetic varia-

tions may be compared to travel-time anomalies 

of seismic P and S wa ves. We have in either case 

local or regional deviations· from aglobal .. norm 

which in seismology is known with great preci

sion in form of the Jeffreys-Bullen traveltime 
curves. Their geomagnetic equivalents are the 

inductive response Junctions C(w; k) or cnm(w) 

which for convenience may be expressed as 

apparent resistivity versus frequency or depth 

curves (Table 1). Our present knowledge about . 

ocean basins is quite limited in this respect and 

the following statements apply to the continental 
su bstructure. 

The inductive attenuation of very slow vari-

ations with periods of eight hours or. longer occ-

a.ll .------ 0.5 cph 

hHJ·--~ __ l 
Fig. 3. Two-dimensional uplift of low re

sistivities (10 .Qm) into a high-resis
tivity top layer. The induction 
anomaly in H (horizontal magnetic 
component) for E-polarization i~ 
shown for two frequencies, 5 ahd 
0.5 cycles per hour. The curves 
give the modulus of the transfer 
function hH=Ha,/Hn. They have 

··beerr'derived with approximation 
methods (dashed, ct. text) and with 
amattix inversion technique (solid, 
courtesy of Dr. J.A. Wright), the 
latter yielding the" correct" solu
tion of the disturbed skin-effect 
problem. The approximate phase 
lead of Ha with respect to Hn is 
indicated. The central maxima of 
hH reflect the current concentra
tions in the uplift. They disappear 
toward very low and very high 

urs deep within the upper mantle. This has been frequencies (d. text). 

clearly established by a global analysis of their magnetic Z-H relations. The modified 

apparent resistivities P* for Sq-variationsin Table 1 indicate that we may expect a resis

tivity of roughly 25 .!Jm at 400 km depth with the tendency to decr.ease with increasing 

depth. Because these slow variations penetrate through the uppermost mantle with little 

attenuation they cannot yield more than a lower permissible limit for the resistance above 

400km. Such a limit is Price and Lahirz"'s (1963) model "d" which suggests an exponen

tial decrease according to p(z)~250 • exp (--:0.058 z) .!Jm where z denotes the depth in (km). 

Their alternative model" e " shows that the upper mantle can be regarded also as effec

tively non-conducting down to a considerable depth when we add a highly conductive 

surface layer and assume a shll.rp resistivity reduction to 1 .!Jm or less at 600km (Fig. 4). 

Both models are equivalent as far as their inductive response to slow D
st 

and Sq-variations 
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Fig. 4. Resistivity models for the upper man
tle beneath continents. Model "d" 
and" e" (Lahiri and }lrice, 1939) re
present. .limiting_1liillU;m UO!J.?_\Vith 
regard to the magnetic internal part 
of Dst and Sq-variations. Both models 
include a thin top layer (not shown) 
with'integrated conductivities of 2000 
,g-l(d) and 5100 ,g-l (e). Model" R" 
(Rikitake, 1950) is in particular good 
agreement with the internal part of 
D8t and ultra-long periodicities in 
geomagnetic activity. Model "d*" and 

. " F" (Fournier et al., 1963) are modi
fied versions of model " d" and" e. " 
They include within the uppermost 
mantle (80-10t(in) a zone of low resis· 
tivity in accordance with magneto
telluric sounding curves (Fig. 6). 

is concerned (Fig. 5). 

It has not been possible yet to narrow this 

wide range of possible distributions by eval

uating the Z-H relations of faster and there

fore less deeply penetrating variations, utili

zing for instance bay events (Sect. 5). The best 

information available about the upper 100 to 

200 km comes from magneto-telluric sound

ings in areas without a well conducting cover 

of unfolded young sediments. Very fast fluct

uations with periods in the minute and second 

range yield in such areas very high apparent 

resistivities Pa between 103 and 104 .!Jm, verify-

-ingthat the crust and uppermost mantle are 

indeed very poor conductors as in model" e " 

(Fig. 6). The usually distinct decrease of Pa 

with increasing period implies that the true 

resistivity is reduced to about 50.!Jm at 80 kill 

depth, even though this depth appears to be 

subject to large regional variations (d. Caner's 

contribution to this volume). It is undecided 

whether such low values are confined to an 

mantle "low resistivitity layer" within a 

model" e" type distribution as prodosed by 

Fou rnie.r et al. (1962), Porstendorfer (1965) arid 

-others or whether they merge smoothly into model" d" (d. also Rikitake, 1962). The re

quired modifications in the upper portion of model" d " would have to be such that the 

inductive response to D8t and Sq-variations remains unchanged as it is more or les the 

case for the here proposed model d* in Fig. 4. Fournier-type models need some amend

ments in this respect because they yield an internal Sq which is too small (Fig. 5). 

Model d* which is similar to Cantwell's model (1960) includes two zones of rapidly 

changing .resistivity. A first reduction from 1000.!Jm to 50.!Jm near 100 km depth appears 

to be' mainly temperatilarecontrolled. The second reduction from 25 .!Jm to 5.!Jm between 

400 and 600 km may reflect the phase transition from olivine to spinel and the increase of 

the iron content of these minerals which presumably takes places in mantle region C of 

Bullen's classification. In the intermediate depth range detween 100 and 400 km the tem

perature effect upon P could be largely balanced by the opposing effect of increasing 

pressure, assuming that the ambient temperature gradient is sman, i. e. in the order of 

l°C/km (Hughes, 1955). 

Henceforth, model d* serves as (continental) norm . .For the calculations of the atten

uation curves in Fig. 7, 9, and 11 it is approximated by a 13-layer model, each layer being 

j 

I 

I 
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Observed a~dth~;;-~~ti~~i--:t~tib~s Sn m 
of internal to external.part of Sq-va
riations, shown in the complex plane 
for the 2"" and 3rd time harmonic. 
Large dots: EmpirfcaLratios for the 
global Sq-field during the·equinoxes 
of 1902 (la), 1905 (ib), and1933 (2), de
rived by Chapman (cf;-Ghapmanand 
Bartels, 1940 ; chap. 20. 4; la and Ib) 
and by Hasegawa (1936,'2). Small 
dots and open circles: Theoretical 
ra.tios for the upper mantel models 
shown in Fig. 4 with the inclusion of 
a thin top layer (4 km thick) of varia
bleresistivity ps. The lines between 
open circles and dots indicate the 
range of possible variability on conti
nents. Model" d" and "d*" show 
the best agreement with t'heempirical 
ratios forcontinental·conditions. 

-.: 

Fig. 6. Magneto-telluric sounding curves PaCT) 
-T : period-for continental stations with 
(Borok) and without (Littleton, Taman
rasset) conducting top layer. Dots and 
crosses according to observations at 
Borok near Moscow (Rokityanskiy, 1962), 
a t Littleton near Boston (Cantwell, 1960), 
and at Tamanrasset in the Sahara 
(Launayet al., 1963) ; P", and py refer to 
north and east polarization of E; the 
largc;:.qotf9r the diurnal P g2-mode has 
been derived from the diurnal Z-H rela
tions at Borok (cf. Appendix). It is in 
good agreement with the magneto-tellu
ric Pa-value for east polariZation. The 
theoretical curves (dashed) have been 
calculated for the modified Lahiri and 
Price model "d*" and Fournier's(F) 
model' in Fig. 4, adding in the case of 
Borok a top layer with ,,=1700 ,g-l 
This top layer effects that the pa (T): 
curves for model d* and Flook a1.ike. 
The detection of an upper mantle low 
resistivity layer depends therefore 
on soundings in areas without surface 
cover where this layer causes a visible 
deformation of the p",(T)-curve (cf. Fig. 
1). 

100 km thick. The.pertinent formulas can be found, for instance, in Schmucker (1970). The 

sour~e fi~lds are eIther represented by a single spherical harmonic (D
sto 

Sq) or regarded as 

quasI-umform for a. flat Earth (bays, fluctuations). The resulting inductive scale-length 

values can be found III Table 1. A top layer of 4 km with Ps as uniform resistivity accounts 
for the variable shielding effect of the outermost shell We d' t' . h h b . IS lllgUlS ere etween oceans 
(Ps=O.25 ,gm), unfolded sedimentary basins (2.!Jm), standard continental surface layers 
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Fig. 7. Attenuation curves in the complex plan for the p1o
mode of Dse-variations beneath oceans (top), sediment
ary basins (center) and standard continents (bottom). 
Curve parameter is the depth in kilometers and the 
assumed period is 48 hours (d. text for details). 
The vector from the point of origin to any point 
on the curve gives the amplitude A and the phase lead 
If of the tangential magnetic component N(z) at 
the depth z relative to its surface value H(O). A line 
element 4A::::::41t' j / H(O) indicates similarly amplitude 
and phase of the induced current density j, integrated 
over the pertinent differential increase of z (except 
for a minor non-inductive portion of the downward 
attenuation). The main inductive attenuation of 
Dwvai-iations occurs between 600 km and 1000 km 
(in mantle depth model d*). The shielding effect by 
real oceans is probablly less than indicated by the 
top curve because the Dse-induced current flow along 
parallels of latitude is broken up by continents . 
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Fig. 8. Z-amplitude of the Dwfield as function 
of geomagnetic co-latitude about 36 
hours after the. onset '9f magnetic storms, 
normalized to "the . H-ampIitude at the 
equator. It is well below the curve of 
zero induction (cos -Onst) and it can be 
explained by a per:fettly conducting 
" core" at 600 km depth (d. model" e " 

. '. in--Fig:4):- The resulfs 'fromindivid ual 
. obse~~t~ri~s'~re i~go~d'~gree~ent 

with the global mean curve (dashed), 
thus excluding the possibility of lateral 
inhomogeneities at that depth (Grafe, 
1964). AB :. Abinger/England, AM: 
Amberley/New Zealand, AP: Apia/ 
Samoa, FU: Fiirstenfeldbruck/Bavaria, 
HR: lIermanus/South Africa, NI and 
WN :' Niemegk and Wingst/North 
Germany, WI: Witteveen/The Nether
lands. 
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Fig. 9. Attenuation curves in the 
complex plane for the P 32. 

-b:a-mode of the 2nd diurnal 
time harmonic (cf. legend to 
Fig. 7). Depth range of main 
induction between 400 and 
800 km for continents (center 
and bottom), but considerable 
inductive attenuation by 
large and deep oceans (top) 
when the continental mantle 
model d* used here applies 
also to the oceanic substruct
ure. 
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(10 gm) and shields (104 gm). 

4. Inferences from Dst and Sq-variations 

Smoothed storm·time or Dst-variations occur when after a magnetic storm the Earth is 

encircled by an equatorial ring current. During its decay the Earth as a whole is exposed 

to a uniform field aritiparaHeltothe georriagnetic dipole axis which vanishes exponentially 

within a few days. Modulations Of thig~ing current field account for ultra-long periodi

cities in geomagnetic storm-time activity with 27 days and one year as fundamental 

periods.~Banks(1969) inferredfro.rii therr internal part that the steep reduction of resis

tlvitYbetweEtr/400and:-600J{j11.~tV'eTscOffafgreatii- depth, yielding a nearly constant resis· 
tivity of 1 gm between 1000 and 1500,km; 

The ring currentsourGefield at a given instant of universal time is well described on 

the Earth's surfaceb)'~the·s.p"IE~ti~!l::!'-:.J:1.~.r:.Il1()ni<::PIO(cos8)where () denotes the geomagnetic 
co-latitude (d. Appendix; Chapman and Bartels, 1940; chap. 20. 11). Chapman found 

that 36 hours after the onset of a rria.gnetlc storm the ratio of the internal to external part 

for the PIa-mode is SIO=O; 35 with a slight tendency to decreace in time. This is well below 

the maximum possible rat,io of ~. for n= 1 and shows that the internal part originates 

from currents at considerapie~ci~Pth~W~infer from Fig. 7 that the main attenuation of 
Dsrvariations takes place between 600 and 1000 km. 

Chapman's ratio repres~JJ,tsClCglol:>al average, but as it is evident from Fig. 8 regional 

or local deviations appear to. be insignificant (Grafe, 1964). Hence, the resistivity distrib
ution beneii'h, 600 km is basically of spherica.l ~ymmet;y:,ci._.-.;" 

First indications_fQrJClter<!-.Lnon:uniformities come from the study of the diurnal Sq

variations which havetheir.~ain attenuation in mantle region C of Bullen's classification 

(Fig. 9). In oce~~ b~~i~~':~;:~~pecta~additional strong attenuation in the seawater when 

we combine a 4 k;m deep otean with maptIe model" d" or "d* " (d. comments to Eq. 18). 

Induction anomalies of Sq-variations near coastlines and on islands (Mason, 1963; 
. "". . :;~., , . 

Schmucker, 1970) support thi's view, but observations at the seafloor off the Californian 
coast gave a surprisingly small attenuation by oceanic induction currents, implying that 

the oceanic substructure is here better conducting than model d* (Filloux, 1967; Larsen 

and Cox, 1966; Fig. 12), 

The diurn<!-.l$Q;YarJ!3,ti.Qns .. <!-.ta,fixed site are quasi-harmonic functions of local time 

with 24 hours asfundamentafperiod·.Their source are two current loops in the day-lit 

part of the ionosphere,rri6vingfoi' a rotating observer with the Sun around the Earth. 

This implies that the longitude dependence of the mth time harmonic of Sq is exp (im cp) 

with rp as longitiude(Eq:19), In the series of pertinent spherical harmonics of the rank m 

the first uneven term of the degree n=m+l dominates, in particular during equinoxes 

(Chnpman and Bartels, 1940; chap. 20. 4). Hence, the co-latitude dependence of the mthtime 

harmonic is P:'+1 (cos 8n'"') with (}n'"'as effective co·latitude for this term (cf. Appendix). 

The representation of theSq-source-field harmonics by a single spherical function can 

be used as in the case of Dst-variations to derive from observations at a single site the 
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inductive scale-length cnm (mwo) and thereby a regional estimate for the ratio Sn
m 

(mwo) of 
internal to external part (wo=2 n/day). In the absence of local anomalies (s. below) these 

transfer values reflect the deep resistivity distribution within a lateral range of a few hund

red kilometers around the point of observation and they may be compared with those 

from a global analysis such as Chapman's. 
This is done in Fig. 10, displaying the C32 and C43 transfers for a number of continen

tal observatories. They have been derived according to Eq. (~O) from the diurnal harmon

ics inl and the two horizontal components with respect to the local" Sq-effective" meridian, 

inserting forrJ the" Sq-effective" co-latitude rJn
m from Eq. 25 (d. Appendix). The harmon

ics have been calculated from the hourly means of twenty quiet days during the years 

1932/3 (open circles), 1958 (full circles), and 1965 (triangles), taken from Price and Wilkins 

(1963), Price and Stone (1964), and 1965-year books of the observatories. 
~~ ._In_thecase_of the. p 32- mode we find a fair agreement between the results of Chapman's 

~globaLanal)'sis_~ncLJ.ho_~ededyedJrQm t:be ~nd.5q-harmonic at individual observatories 

at some distance from the coast. Several stations with a strongly deviating value in the 

p* -z* plot are within the range of well known inland induction anomalies. This applies 
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Fig. 10, Modifield:apparent reisistivity p* versus depth z*-plot for the 2nd 
and 3Td tfmeharmonic of diurnal Sq-harmonics, derived from the 
pertinent Z/ H-ratios of individual continental observatories and 
from Chapman's global mean for the ratio of internal to external 
part (d. text and Table I). The cluster of resistivity- depth 
estimates lies slightly above model "d" of Lahiri and Price. 
Their scattering may reflect partially local induction anomalies 
(WN) and partially regional deviations from the continental norm 
(TK, HE). DB: DeBilt/The Netherlands, FU: Fiirstenfeldbruck 
/Bavada, HE: Heluan/Egypt, IR: lrukutsk/Siberia, LO: LOVD 
/Sweden, MA: Manhay/Belgium, PI: Pilar/Argentina, PR: 
Pruhonice/Czechoslovakia, TF: Tiflis/Caucasus, TK: Taschkent 
/Turkmenia. TL: Toledo/Spain, TU : Tucson/Arizona, TY : 
Tihany/Hungaria, VJ: Val Joyeux/France, WN: Wingst/Germany. 
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in particular to Wingst in northern Germany (cf. Untiedt's contribntion to this volume). 

It has been shown by Fanselau (1968) that the diurnal ranges behave in this area quite 

anomalously even on a local scale. 

Chapman's result for the P43-mode appears not to be representative for the majority 

of continental stations. The inductive response to the 3Td Sq-harmonic yields a clearly 

reduced sGale length z* of 300 km when compared with the mean z*-depth of 400 km for 

the 2nd harmonic. This reduction canrrdt be explained by the modified model d* (Table 1) 

and suggests the presence of even lower resistivities in the uppermost mantle than those 

given ,in. model d*. There are notable exemptions from the reduced depth of main atten
uationofthe"Pi3'mode;p'Ttre4 dfurna:I7Z='ltYeta:trdns at the observatories Heluan (Egypt) 

and Taschkent (USSR) yield for both harmonics large real scale-length v:alues z* in the or

der of 500 km, but apparent resistivities p*which are in nearly perfect agreement with 

model d.' Here we may have indications fora truly regional deviation from the continen-
tal norm, implying that the Sq-variations in both areas penetrate with little attenuation 

deep into an upper mantle 6f unusually high resistance. 

5. Inferences from bay events and fast lluctuations 
,<\ 

The spectrum of fast geomagnetic variations is connected to storm-time activity in 

polar regions. Its prominent feature is the polar electrojet which encircles the polar cap 
~ .," ,~ 

as a current of fluctuating strength and position in about 67° geomagnetic latitude. This 

jet is partially cIosedbyld6p~ of\vide-spreadreturn currents in middle and low latitudes. 

Bay ev~y{ts ~~e magnetic elementarystorms ~f short dur;;i~~~ \\'ith /=1 cph as representa

tive frequency; A-second-jet'is-found above the magnetic dip equator on the day-lit side. 

Its strength (but not itsPQsiti<:iIl)fluctllates likewise during polar disturbances. 
Both jets provide localized and nearly two-dimensional source fields for geomagnetic 

induction studies betweeri 1 and 10 cph. Their half-width of a few hundred kilometers is 

comparable in this frequency range to the skin-depth value of the mantle below 100 km 

depth. Hence, we may expect some iIiductive attenuation of the fluctuating jet field in 
the upper mantle which is detectable at the Earth's surface in form of reduced Z-varia

tions on either side of the jet. The size of geoelectric variations beneath the jet it~elf is 

in a similar wayan indicator for the depth of penetration when proper regard is given to 

the limited half-width of the source field. The use of convolution integrals as described 

in Sect. 1 (Eq. 9) allows astta:ightforward evahiatioIi of the complicated Z-H and E-H 

relations in polar and day-time equatorial regions. 

First attempts to utilize short-period variations of the polar and equatorial jets for 

induction studies have been made in the Andes of Peru (Schmucker et aI., 1967) and on 

Iceland (Hermance and Garland, 1968). The depth of inductive attenuation was found in 

either case to be surprisingly shallow, suggesting resistivities of only 10 2m at about 50 

km depth. If these estimates are correct, we have beneath both areas a lens or a channel 

of highly conducting matter within the uppermost mantle. 

At some distance from the jets the variation field of bays and fast fluctuations is 
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quasiuniform, i.e. the H-amplitude of disturbances is reduced by only a few percent 

per 100 kilometers toward south. The Z/H-ratio of bays varies in mid-latitudes between 

0.3 in regions of maximum depth of penetration into a high-resistance uppermost 

mantle and less than 0.1 in regions where the inductive attenuation occurs at com

paratively shallow depth. This can be due to an intermediate layer of extremely low resis

tivity or it may reflect a generally reduced resistivity of the upper 200-300 km. The cordi

llera of western North America and Bavaria are examples for such unusually low Z/ H

ratios on a regional scale (cf. Fig. 1 in Caner's and Fig. 8 in Untiedt's contribution to this 

volume). 

It is difficult to derive from the mid-latitude Z H relations of bays and fastfluctua

tions the normal change of resistivity with depth in any detail because too little is known 

about the source field geometry. This can be done more effectively with the magneto

telLuricE-H relations. The quasi-uniformity of the source field in relation to the depth 

-------of--penetration justifies".the use _oL the ., source-field -free Tikhonov-Cagnia rd approxi

mation (Eq. 8). The main difficulty for magneto·telluric soundings between 1 and 10 cph 

is due to the distoring effect of superficial resistivity gradients, in particular upon E (s. 

below). 

\ 

The value oLpurely geomagnetic deep sounding arises from the sensitivity with 

which the Z-component of bays reacts in the absence of a significant normal part in mid

latitudes to lateral non-uniformities in p. Large Zamplitudes, yielding a Z/H-ratio of 0.;;;, 

and more, are obsenTed only in limited zones, where they depend strongly on the polari

zation direction of the source field and are therefore anomalous (Sect. 2). 

The magneto-telluric impedan~ce E/ H, 'on the other hand, shows almost everywhere 

a directional dependence in the considered frequency range and thus is anomalous, even 

where the Z-H relations may be normal. This applies in particular to continental areas 

at some.distance from deep sedirnentarybasi~s(cf. Fig. 8 in Untiedt's contribution to this 

volume), Bay events penetrate here with little attenuation through geological formations 

near the surface and resistivity contrasts within these formations do not produce a size

able induction anomaly in Z and H. The same applies also to the geoelectric field in the 

case of E-polarization (Sect. 2). If, however, in the case of H-polarization E is parallel to 

superficial resistivity gra<;lients, the continuity condition for the electrical current density 

E/p leads to a highly anomalous behaviour in E. 

'-, The depth.ofpenetration .of,bays,and fast fluctuation is largely controlled by the elec

trical properties in the outermost shell, consisting of oceans and continental surface layers 

above the crystalline basement. This is evident from real scale-length values z* in Table 

1 in dependence of the surface resistivity Ps' Large and deep oceans reduce the amplitude 

of fast variations to such an extent that their induction within the upper mantle becomes 

insignificant (Fig. 11 and 12). 

Because the depth d of oceans is small in comparison to the skin-depth value of sea

water at /=1 cph, ~ oceans may be treated as parts of an infinitely thin conducting shell 

of the integrated conductivity r=d/ Ps (Eq. 16). The dimensionless parameter which deter

mines the degree of inductive attenuation in the ocean sheet is 
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Fig. 11. Attenuation ccurves':'i'n the 
complex plaileforbay:events . 
(d. legend to Fig. 7). They 
are strongly attenuat:ed by 
oceans (top). The inductive 
shielding bycoritineritalsur- . 
face Ja.Y~n>aho.Y.Lthe:_cry: 
stalline basemen tis' large in 
young sedimentary basins 
(center),bu t insignific;an~ else
where (bottom). Tlii bulk of 
deep induCtion ctiNent~ flbws 

" und'er normal conditions (mo
del d*) between. 150 and 

. 400km dept!J::----c~:.: 

Fig. 12. Variations of the magnetic east compo
nent D, recorded simultaneously at the 
seafloor (SF) off the Californian coast, 
at the coastal. station Cambria (CAB) 
and at the inland observatory Tucson 
(TU). The seafloor record when com
pared with those at CAB and TU shows 
a distinct lack of high frequencies, reflec
ting the inductive attenuation by sea
water. The amplitude reduction of bays 
and diurnal variations at the seafloor is 
however less than to be expected for a 
continental-type deep resistivity distri
bution (d. top curves in Fig. 9 and 11). 
This iffi'pHes'the presence of very low 
resistivities at .shallow depth (Fig. 13). 
Adapted from Filloux (1967). 

(18 ) 

where A represents either 'the' ~ertical inductive scale·length C(w, 0) for the oceanic sub

structure, the lateralscale"length of the inducing source field, or the half-width of the 
ocean, whichever is tIle smallest length. 

The first mentioned vertical scale length accounts for the inductive coupling bet,ween 

oceanic and suboceanic induction currents. It is in the order of 200 km for model d* 

(without surface cover) at lCPh (Table 1) and thus the determining one in mid .latitudes. 

This implies that theassiirription of lower mantle resistivities than those in model d* 

reduces the relative strength 6f oceanic induction currents and vice versa. 

Observations at the ocean floor off the Californian coast have verified that the expected 

attenuation of bay events and fast fluctuations exists (Fig. 12). The actual reduction at 1 

cph to one quarter of the surface amplitude is slightly less than expected for mantle model 

d* (Fig. 11), This discrepancy is even more obvious for the diurnal variations which are 

ha~dly attenuated at all at the sea floor (Fig. 9and12). Hence, the oceanic mantle appears 

to be here better conducting than the continental model d*. This is also indicated by the 

magneto-telluric impedance E/H at the sea floor from which Filloux (1967) inferred a 

27 
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resistivity of just a few SJ. meters at 25 km depth. It remains to be seen whether this resis

tivity contrast between the oceanic and continental upper mantle is a world·wide pheno

menon. 
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In spite of these complications 

the coastal anomaly of bay events 

along the Californian coast is basi

cally an edge-effect of the ocean 

itself because the known induction 

. currents in the seawater are suffi

ciently strong to explain in this 

way the observed anomaly on land 

(Fig. 13). The same will apply 

to other coastal anomalies (d. 

Parkinson, 1962) and it shows that 

a representative resistivity model 

for the oceanic substructure de-

Fig. 13. 

[ J .~, -r- ___ }_ 

CrDss·sectiDn thrDugh the cDastal anDmaly Df 

transient variatiDns in CalifDrnia at f=lcph. 
The prDfiles extend in north-easterly directiDn 
frDm a seaflDDr statiDn SF to. BishDP (BlS), 250 
km inland frDm the cDastal statiDn Cambria 
(CAB, d. Fig. 12). The Z-and E-variatiDns 
parallel to. the cDast (Ep) have been normalized 
with the hDrizDntal variatiDns perpendicular to. 
the CDast (HN ) at Cambria. The simple Dcean
edge mDdel (dashed) with a perfectly cDnduct
ing mantle at the unifDrm depth Df· 180 km 
explains cDrrectly the Dbserved inland anDmaly 
in Z (center), but nDt the Dceanic Ep (bDttDm). 

This discrepancy can be remDved by assuming 
a step~wise reductiDn Df the depth Df the 
perfect cDnductDr to. 20km near the continental 
margin (sDlid curves). Notice that this addi
tiDnai. change in the deep resistivity structure 

pends on observations at sea. 

The inductive attenuation of 

bays beneath continents occurs 

predominantely between 100 and 

300 km depth, when the resistivity 

of the geological formations is in 

the order of 10 SJm or higher. This 

gives an integrated conductivty of 

-rS 400 SJ-l for d=4 km (Fig. 11, 

bottom curve). Therefore it was 

originally thought that induction 

anomalies at some distance from 

coastlines involve deep induction 

currents from the cited depth 
has Dnly a secondary effect upDn the anDma- range. This view had to be revised 
IDUS behaviDur in Z. Adapted from Filloux 11' b 

when magneto-te unc 0 serva-(1967) and Schmucker (1970). SJV:SanJDaquin . 
yaIley(sedimgntar.YlJasifl),. tions revealed that deep sedImen-

tary basins have integrated conductivities of 2000 SJ-l and more, yielding 11.""1 as induc

tive parameter for 1 cph and A=200 km (Porstendorfer, 1965; Fournier, 1966). 

Hence, we have to expect even on continentss~perficial induction currents of consi

derable strength which' are bound to sedimentary basins and reduce here effectively the 

induction in the underlying mantle (Fig. 11, central curve). The interpretation of inland 

induction anomalies is therefore complicated by the existence of a superficial and deep 

system of induction currents, separated by the highly resistive 

mantle but coupled electromagnetically by mutual induction. 

crust and uppermost 

I 
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A local concentration of near-surface currents appears to be the cause of those induc

tion anomalies which are common to the boundaries of sedimentary basins and similar 
geological structures of high integrated conductivity. 

The size and spatial half-width of these surface anomalies depend to some extent (i) 

on the depth to the good conductor in the Earth's mantle (which can be studied in this 

way) and (ii) on the connection which such structures have among themselves and to open 
.1- . 

oceans. For instance, induction currents from the Atlantic ocean find a free access to 

the· North German basin and this may explain the unusually large edge anomaly along 

the borders of ,this basin (ct Untiedt's contribution). The San Joaquin valley, an em-
--. bayment of ~~;paribfe-Tntegtated~con-cfi.iCtiVltYin California, is cut off from the Pacific 

by a mountain barrier and thus produces only a second-order induction anomaly 

(Schmucker, 1970). 

A second c1assoljnductioiL~momaliesofbayevents can arise from non·uniformities 

in the upper mantle above 200 km depth, providing that the resistivity changes here 

laterally by at least ~n o~d~i-ofITl;gnitude on~local scale. A likely source for such deep \ 

anomalies are lenses or ch~nnels of low resistivity (p"" 10 SJm) within the uppermost 100 km. 

As shown in Fig. 13 deep-seated resistivity anomalies can be largely obscured by super
flc-ial re~i~ti;i1:y~~nt~;st;-i~fh~ "~~-rri~ ·regi~~ .. He~c~, their unambiguous identification 

requires that the strength and distribution of superficial induction currents is known quite 

accurately. This is usually not the case and at the present state only a few of the repor-

ted induction,anomalies of bays can be classified with sOI.l}~_c?~fidence as deep anomalies 
(Mould B~y,-~astern boundary of the Rocky Mounttiins, Andes, Hungary, Lake Baikal; d. 

the respective contributions to this volume, also Vanjan and Kharin, 1967). 

Here progress cande.macle (i) with more elaborate model calculations for the surface 

effect, (ii) with scale-modelexperinients (Parkinson, 1964; Rankin et aI., 1965; Dosso, 1966; 

Grenet and Loeb, 1969), and (iii) with' measurements of the superfical current density in 

situ. Such measurements can be made in two ways. In regions where the integrated 

conductivity of the geological formations above the crystalline basement can be reliably 

estimated it is sufficient to observe the tangential electrical field E at the ·surface. For 

slow variations (d. comm~ntto Eq. 16) we. may treat E as a constant within these fqrma

tions and set j=-rE withj ~s integrated current density per unit length. Observations of 

the atteilUated horizontalvariationsH-belowthe surface layers, forinstance in deep bore 

holes, yield in 4rrj =nx(H+ =1t-jdfrec:tfy the integrated current density between the depth 

of observation and the surface; nisa unit vector pointing upwards and H+ denotes the 

horizontal c.omponent of the transient magnetic vector at the surface. 

The magnetic field of a thus determined system of superficial currents can be found 

with the formula of Biot-Savart. It yields when subtracted from any observed induction 

anomaly that portion which is due to anomalous deep induction currents in the mantle. 

These currents may be partially coupled to those at the surface by mutual induction in a 

stratified "normal" substructure and only after the removal of{)is secondary effect is \ 

the" surface correction" complete. Any remaining part of the induction anomaly is then 
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to be regarded as being of truly deep origin. 

Appendix: Source field presentation by a single spherical harmonic (to Sect. 4) 

In the analysis of slow and therefore deeply penetrating variations it is necessary to 

take the sphericity of the Earth into account. Let (r, IJ, <p) denote spherical coordinates. 

Each frequency harmonic of the source field as function of co· latitude {} and longitude 

<p on the Earth's surface r=a is expanded into a series of spherical surface harmonics 

of the degree n and order m, e.g. 

Z(w, {}, <p)= IJ iJ Zmn(W)Pmn(cos{})eim~. (19) 
n:;..l m=O 

, P. 

The inductive response of an Earth of spherical symmetry is elressed by a series of 

transfer values cnm(w) which as inductive scale-length contain the information about the, 

internal resistivity distribution per). 

Let HIJ rnd H~, respectively EIJ and E~, denote the tangential components of the tnmsi

ent magnetic and electric field vector in {} and <p direction. The ratio Zj H ratio of vertical 

to tangential ma~netic variations for a single spherical mode is a function of co-latitude 

and different for the two orthogonal tangential directions on the Earth's surface, viz. 

J
' inPnm H' n 

m . m dPnmjd{} . lJ.n(w) 
Zn (w)=tknCn (W)( . ,0 

nSlllu ,Hm () 
m . 9'.n W 

(20 ) 

where kn=(n+1)ja is an equivalent to the' wave number k in Eq. 4 (a: Earth's radius). 

The impedance ratio EjH of tangential geo-electric to magnetic varations for a single 

spherical mode is in contrast independent of IJ and equal for the two orthogonal direc

tions" viz: 

-'- Em
lJ. n(w)j Hm9'.n(w)} _ . C m( ) 

-zW!J. n W 
Em~.n(w)jHmlJ.n(w) 

(21 ) 

in correspondence to Eq. 4. 

Eq. 20 implies that the harm'onics of HIJ and H~ are out-of-phase, obeying the relation 

(22 ) 

The ratio' of internal to external parts of the magnetic surface field follows from 

Snm(w)= 1-kncnm(w) 
n+1 +kncnm(w) 

n 

(23 ) 

(cf.Eq.6). If the downward attenuation is determined solely by the source field geometry 

(S,im=o) we have c nm=ljkn. If, to the contrary, the downward attenuation is purely in

ductive, so that knlcnml{ 1, Snm approaches nj(n+1) as upper limit.and cmn(w)::::;C(w, 0) 

becomes independent of the order and degree of the source field harmonic. It can be con-
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verted as function of frequency into an apparent resistivity Pa(w) according the to 

Tikhonov,Cagniard definition or as function of depth z* into a modified apparent resis

tivity P* by setting as in Eq. 7 

(24) 

for all values of nand m; p*=2irW(p*)2 i~_the resistivity of a uniform substitute conductor 

of the radius a- (z*- ~ p*) at the co~;idered frequency w, provided that the argument 

of cnm lies between-45° and-:9Qo. 
, '. " The 'repr€!sentatiol1 otg!gt>31~qug;~~fi~J.g,~J;)~_il single spherical harmonic has to be in 

agreement with Eq. 22. This implies'in the'case of the zonal Dst-field (m=O) that the 

tangential magnetic component HI' normal to the" Dsreffective" meridian (which is more 

" or less the geomagnetic~e.r~dian) is zero. A corresponding" Sq-effective" meridian is 

found from the conditlontlratthediurnaltime harmonics of HIJ and HI' when referred to 

it have a phase differenceoL90°. The" Sq,effective" co-Iatitude{}nm of the point of 

observation for the mth time harmonic follows from the ratio HmlJ.,.jHm9'.n=anm.i where 

a nm is a real number and n+m=1. Observing that Pm+lm(cos{})~sinm{}coslJ we obtain 

from Eq.22 

(25) 

as implicit equation fot the determination of {}nm. 
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